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Abstract—Now a day’s, big amount of data is available on internet i.e information or source code. In this world of utilization, it is very difficult to find out the similarity or plagiarism, duplication of data in research, publications and practical program assignment in academics. Academics often use plagiarism detection tools to detect similar source-code duplication and similar files. In this paper, summary of the various techniques and methods are explained how one should find out the plagiarisms in source code. A large organization or academic institute can easily find out the plagiarism in source code and research publications. The main problem is near-duplication of code that has been created by copying and modifying code with an editor that is code theft.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the computer science field, there are number of probably that code theft may occur. In the education field, students submit their projects work or the programming assignments, there may be possibility of duplication in source code. The manually plagiarism detection in the source code is a very difficult task. Mostly the people in computer science are using programming assignments of another one [7].

The plagiarism detection process consists of two parts. In the first part, it generates a representation from a given program. The intermediate representation is used for evaluating the similarity between two programs or projects. A token sequence is often used by intermediate representation.

Plagiarism detection system uses the token sequence. In the second part, system evaluates similarity for each pair of programs [14]. Several techniques are developed for identifying similar code fragments in programs. These same fragments are referred as code clones. Some research has been dedicated to the methods for the detection of similar code fragments in programs. Software projects with similar codes, which may be introduced by many commonly adopted software development practices, and due to reusing a generic framework, following a specific programming pattern, and directly copying and pasting code. Some times, these practices can decrease the productivity of software application [15].

Source code plagiarism is easy to do, but it is not easy to detect. Usually, when students are solving the same problem by using the same programming language source code, there is a high possibility that their assignment solutions will be more similar. Strategies of source code modification exist that can be used to mask source code plagiarism. Examples of such strategies are renaming identifiers and combining several segments copied from different source code files. These modifications increase the difficulty in recognizing plagiarism [9].

Plagiarism in coding is not entirely a new phenomenon. The issue has been discussed and studied previously by researchers to identify the severity of the problem and amount of factors contribute to the act of plagiarism. In programming assignment, plagiarism does necessarily only involve copying the source code but input data and interface designs that can also be considered as possibility of plagiarizing content [1].
III. RELATED WORK

The goal of plagiarism detection approaches is showing potentially plagiarised source code pairs. A system determines which case pairs are likely to be plagiarised by analysing the similarity levels between texts in the programs code. If the similarity level between a case pair is high, the system indicates the case pair is suspicious and suggests to the user that this pair may require further investigation [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Author and Year</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Methods / Algorithm</th>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Brenda S. Baker 1995</td>
<td>Work on source code is exactly matched or near matched.</td>
<td>Text matching, parameter matches</td>
<td>MOSS</td>
<td>Much duplication has been found.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T. Kamiya 2002</td>
<td>Code clone detection technique.</td>
<td>Token based code clone detection method</td>
<td>CCFinde</td>
<td>Detecting the similar term into source code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mark Gabel 2004</td>
<td>Identifying similar code fragments in programs.</td>
<td>Clone Detection Method</td>
<td>CloneDR</td>
<td>Detecting fragments into single program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C. Collberg 2007</td>
<td>Identify duplication in java code.</td>
<td>Java code obfuscator</td>
<td></td>
<td>To checking the code duplication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Enrique Flores, 2011</td>
<td>To detect cross-language reuse between source codes.</td>
<td>Character N-Grams comparison model</td>
<td></td>
<td>To detect cross-language reuse between source codes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ameera Jadalla &amp; Ashraf Elnagar 2007</td>
<td>To create a one engine that detect the source code plagiarism in Java.</td>
<td>Clustering, N-Gram, Tokenization</td>
<td>JPlag</td>
<td>Performance of the system, pair wise similarity measurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A. Bugarin, M. Carreira</td>
<td>This paper shows how software tools detect the plagiarism.</td>
<td>JPlag and Turnitin</td>
<td></td>
<td>There are mainly two tools used, One is JPlag and another is Turnitin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dong-Kyu Chae</td>
<td>Main aims of this research is to create a software plagiarism detection system.</td>
<td>API- labeled control flow graph</td>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy and credibility in a reasonable computation time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tools Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>JPLAG</th>
<th>SIM</th>
<th>MOSS</th>
<th>PLAGGIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open source</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local/Online</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Web</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codebase /File</td>
<td>Code base</td>
<td>File base</td>
<td>Code base</td>
<td>Code base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Support</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founded By</td>
<td>Guido Malpohl</td>
<td>Dick Grune</td>
<td>Aikenetal</td>
<td>Ahtiaine etal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: comparison of four plagiarism detection tool

Detecting Source Code Re-Use: It detect source code reuse in the many programming languages or projects. The main target of this is to provide new technologies to detecting source code duplication. Using these tools, it decides whether the source code has been reused or not. DeSoCoRe compares two source codes at the level of functions and method

even when written in different programming languages [6].

Plagiarism Detection Engine For Java Source Code: Here in this research article, authors Ameera Jadalla & Ashraf Elnagar developed PDE4Java model that is basically used for plagiarism detection in java source code. Method used in this research is data mining, clustering, N-Gram, tokenization. At the end of the research it shows performance of the “system pair wise similarity” in programing language [15]. Detecting source code reuse across programming languages is based on character. The problem of cross-programming language reuse of source code at document and fragment levels in first part. In the second parts, fragments of source codes are compared with detecting only those fragments in the source code.

Plagiarism Detection Tools:

Software Similarity Tester: SIM is used to detect plagiarism in source code written in Java, C, C++, Pascal, .NET and python. This tool is also used to check similarity between source codes. SIM converts the source code into strings of token and then compare these strings by using dynamic programming string alignment method. This method is used in string matching. The alignment is very expensive and exhaustive computationally for all applications because for large source code repositories SIM is not scalable. The source code of SIM is available publically but it is no more actively supported.

Measure of Software Similarity: MOSS tool is available free to use in academics and it is accessible as an online service. Moss support Ada programs, Java, C, C++, plain text and Pascal. The MOSS tool is
also support to UNIX and windows operating systems. It uses a string matching algorithm to divide the source-code programs into k-grams, hash them, select a subset of these hashes as fingerprints and finally compare these fingerprints.

Plague: The earliest structure-oriented system is Plague. Plague only support programs written in C. This tool works in numbers of steps. The first step source code is converted into structure files. After this Plague use Heckel algorithm to compare generated structure files of first step. The algorithm is basically designed for plain text files and it is introduced by Paul Heckel. Plague’s detection results are returned in the form of lists. Plague returns use an interpreter to process this list to show results in a way, so that common user can understand easily.

Yet Another Plague: YAP was developed based on Plague with some enhancements. The first version was created by Michael Wise. Then it was optimized into YAP2. YAP2 came into market a bit later after YAP1 and finally the YAP3 of YAP family was developed in 1996. The final version YAP3, which can also be used to detect text plagiarism. YAP shows result in a plan text file. If token pairs have percent match value larger then lowest value set by user then the matching pair will be consider as plagiarized pair.

Data Sources:
1) Java project: In java project function, class, methods are repeated so, that project accuracy decreases.
2) Java Assignment: Number of times java assignment are repeated in a education academia.
3) Java Tutorial: The practise program or a sample codes should be duplicated.

Applications:
1) Education System: Plagiarism is a big problem in education system. Academics often use plagiarism detection tools to detect similar source-code files or java program. Once similar files are detected in a project the academic procedure its duplication or a reuse. The investigation process which involves identifying the similar source-code fragments proving plagiarism. So the plagiarism process is necessary in that system.

2) Corporate: Code duplication has been practiceing from the earliest days of programming. Developer has always reused part of code, templates, functions, and procedures. Code reuse possibility is a recognized in industry. Developer works on project on time code reuse in program so, to degrade the project quality.

3) Publication system: Redundant publication in the paper some part is similar to a published paper by the same author. Publishing without acknowledging the source and without obtaining the permission of the original copy right holder comes under this category.

There may be differences between the original and the second paper such as a new title or a modified abstract. It violates generally copyright as in most of the time, it creates problem.

IV. CONCLUSION
A survey on plagiarism detection system in a source code and project has been introduced. The information of plagiarism problem is studied to education, publication, corporate and social websites. The need of plagiarism detection system is must now a days to improve academic integrity, and also uniqueness in a project for increasing the quality of programs and educational assignment. So that the similar source code fragments should not occur for proving the plagiarism.
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